
 
31st October 2019 

RESPONSES: ALISTAIR YATES 

 

Dear Candidates 

 

Questions from Trust Members to Candidates for the 2019 Election to the Trust Board 

 

Please find below a series of questions posed by Trust Members to the 2019 candidates for 
election to the Trust Board.  Please provide a written response to each of these questions by 
Sunday 3rd November.  Individual candidate responses will be posted to the trust website 
(http://weownexetercityfc.co.uk/). 

1. Are any of the candidates considering ways to reduce the amount of plastic used on 
match days? There seems be a huge amount of plastic drinking glasses which 
appear to get thrown away after a single use. 

Great question by the way! I think some of the bottles and plastic glasses get 
recycled, but there is always room for improvement. This should go into the good 
ideas bucket and should be looked at. In work I have reviewed the supply chain of a 
household brand to look at their whole materials supply chain. I found millions of 
savings and they changed their processes as a result! Lets do the same here! We 
could also look at renewal energies and grants available. 

2. Have you done any unpaid work for the Trust-Club over the last 5 years that we 
Supporters would know about if so what and why did you get involved? 
 
Reasonable question. I am an exile and live some distance from the club and have 
had a family growing up the last 5 years. I did do 18 away games last year and 8 at 
home. That said at the last AGM I offered my skills to the Trust, I am waiting for them 
to offer me a task to do. Happy to help at any time! 
 

3. Why did you join The Trust? 

I did not join the Trust I started the Trust almost 20 years ago. I opened the bank 
account and managed the finances/membership. I stepped away to develop my 
career, I also started my business and had a family. I have stood now to offer my 
skills and experience. 

 

 



 
4. In your own household/family is anyone a Trust member if so who, if not do you think 

you could help them see why they should join. 

My father, brother and children are all members, I secured many of the first 100 
members. They believed in the Trust idea 20 years ago, and many friends are trust 
members. Some of them like me see opportunities to take the Trust to another level. 

5. Why should new members join in the future? 

I am hoping that we take the Trust to the next level, I feel it has plateaued abit. With 
reportedly 50k homes planned for the region. The club and Trust has the opportunity 
to expand the members base. We should look at developing wealth management 
ideas, linked to grants to make the Trust more effective and more relevant to the next 
generation. They need to believe though the Trust is in safe hands and the club 
governance is in safe hands. There are risks in this area that need to be mitigated. 

6. Aside from whatever technical and business skills you feel you can bring to the role, 
what do you think is the best personal quality you possess that will make you an 
effective Trustee?" 

I am a city fan I bleed red, I was there in the tough times and my passion for the club 
and enthusiasm will drive things forward. Many people misunderstand my questions 
and comments at times. But clearly safety and growth is the at the heart of all my 
questions, I believe in the next generation. I also stood up to the previous owners 
and I am prepared to do it again, at any time should there be a need. 

7. Would you have liked to see the hustings on a match day, like 6.30pm last Saturday 
after the Plymouth game with the Centre Spot closing then would have been a 
fantastic time for fans to meet the candidates. 

Yes, and I tried to get the Trust to change the dates prior to broadcast, they did not 
listen to me. A Hustings on a Friday prior to Bradford away was not very thoughtful. I 
know of many younger fans that are excluded and many exiles that can’t attend. I 
agree disappointing!  It should be on a matchday like the old days! I am hoping to 
make them so in the future. 

8. How who you make the Elections more focused by the Club & Media to get more 
fans involved and understanding their vote counts. 

So many opportunities missed, social media channels and new channels. The club 
programme could have had a feature. I hope next year every Trustee is interviewed 
on 360, monthly updates on progress and appeals for skills requests. Let be more 
inclusive. I have written to three outlets and used ‘Exeweb’ Lets not forget without 
GNET and Exeweb the club would have died. Great links to the fans. 

  



 
9. The Trust Logo is missing from a lot of prominent locations within the Club how 

would you get more of a natural link between the Trust & Club 

Moving forward I would like to see a Trust banner for both home and away 
advertising. I think the branding of this missing a trick, a website with Trust 
merchandise ,a spot on ‘Kellows Bootlaces’ for the election,  every club outlet should 
have branding. Information points in the ground updated monthly. Advertising at the 
training ground and in every interview where possible the Trust should be plugged. 
Trust player of the month award voted by your Trustees. 

10. Do you think the Trust should take more advantage of the in-house Club media 
departments like The 360, Club Websites, Match Day Programme, internet outlets, 
Local & Nation media contacts? 

Simple answer yes, see the answer above. I find it odd that these avenues are not 
used more, I have reviewed the options of news channels and will present them to 
the Trust after the election, whatever the result. 

11. How would you improve next years Trust Elections from encouraging fans to stand 
for election and how the Trust Focuses on bringing the candidates to the 
memberships thoughts? 

I failed on a couple occasions to get through the conditions of the nomination 
process, and an election. This year I sent 3 versions of my application pack. They 
were delivery by special delivery, delivery by hand at the address and by email. I 
presented five nomination signatories whom were members, yet not all could be 
found on the system, I did get 3 though! I also at no point over the last few years was 
encouraged or helped through the process to stand. This must change, all people 
should be included, and barriers reduced. At hustings I will speak about electoral 
reform and hope to be part of a group to improve this moving forward. 

12. Would you like to see the Trust improve the assets for the Club and what 
opportunities do you feel we are missing at the moment that could bring long term 
gains for our football club. 

Yes, so many opportunities with grants, wealth management, crowd funding and cost 
benefit analysis work on revenue opportunities. Basic work on members to 
encourage them to get new members and increase funding is a must. The fund 
raising needs to be accountable and targeted though for logical needs. I know 
members with skill sets completely under utilised and we must be more inclusive. 
Our strategic plan for running a now profitable club needs some work. We need to 
move away from a subs only driven structure. 

13. How would you make the Trust website more prominent with Exeter City FC Fans. 

My basic IT skills tells me that certain sites are not tagged, advertised and linked. I 
think there is no mention of the Trust on a match ticket for example. Tagging and 



 
advertising expenditure needs to be linked to members development. Can you join 
online? 

 

 

14. Do you think that Exeter City AFC Limited should post the full company accounts and 
not the edited version on company’s house, and also push for all EFL clubs to do the 
same? 

There are some risks related to full accounts in my opinion, that said we should 
publish accounts that are clear and transparent. Conflicts of interest need to be 
considered for both the Trust, Club, related organisations and standing directors. The 
EFL should also encourage better financial management and governance across the 
EFL That said we are beacon in football for this and we should continue to be so. 

 

15. What’s the candidates views on GESP “ Mid Devon, East Devon, Teignbridge and 
Exeter City Council, in partnership with Devon County Council, are teaming up to 
create the “Greater Exeter Strategic Plan” and the new sports venue mentioned? 

a. “An sports stadium and concert arena with a capacity for 20,000 people could 
be built in the Greater Exeter area“.  No specific location for where any 
stadium would go has yet been decided.  Cllr Christophers said it would have 
to be accessible for all four councils in the GESP.  He said-“Making it 
accessible for all four areas cuts it down to around only four or five sites that 
can meet all the criteria we are looking at,” Cllr Christophers said. "It is too 
early to be site specific but we are having discussions about it now.  "Any 
stadium may need to grow over time and would have to be built so it can 
expand as it could be something that draws people in from all over the south 
west.” 

b. With the Exeter City Community Trust (CCT) strap line used over the last 2 
years “Making Greater Exeter Greater” and Club Board Directors using 
Greater Exeter in the press there is an assumption that talks have taken place 
to move ECFC outside Exeter. 

c. If we had to move do you think the best 2 locations would be Exeter Area 
Park Whipton inside Exeter or Westpoint outside Exeter. 

I understand this plan is very well developed and I am sure some non-disclosure 
documents are in place with relevant parties. I would say in principle a move away 
from SJP might happen one day, we need to ensure it is on the club’s fans owned 
Trust terms. I also don’t want outside parties to reverse takeover the club through this 
mechanism. We should be on our guard but consider our options to benefit the 
objectives of football in Exeter, a fundamental ethos of the Trust. The design must be 
right for the club, with commercial opportunities the club own and space to expand. 



 
16. Under Trust Rules this would need to go to the vote of Trust members, how would 

you guide members if ever to be voted on. 

I cant answer that question, it depends on the options put on the table.. 

 

17. Would you keep the younger Supporters involved and if ever to be voted on a move 
would you include the Junior Grecians in that vote? 

Votes linked to club ownership, structure and moves are big questions. I would be 
steered by the Trust Board consensus on this matter. 

 

 

Phil Burden 

Trust Secretary 


